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A PSYCHOANALYST’S GIFT:  LILLIAN MALCOVE AS COLLECTOR 

 

Introduction . 

Lillian Malcove was a Supervising and Training analyst at the New York Psychoanalytic Society and 

Institute for over 40 years. She was also an avid art collector and amassed a collection of over 500 

pieces of exquisite thought-provoking art consisting primarily of ancient artifacts and homey or 

domestic objects, antique furniture, orthodox religious icons, Byzantine items and 15
th

 to mid-20
th

 

century art – drawings and paintings.  Her collection was unexpectedly gifted to the University of 

Toronto.  She also provided an endowment for the interior construction, maintenance and atmosphere 

of a space to house her art. The Malcove collection, to be kept intact and housed in the University 

College Art Gallery, was to be used solely for the purposes of teaching through first hand inspection of 

the art objects. More recently, her friend, Dr. Mary Mercer, willed a further endowment for ongoing 

maintenance of the collection.  

My focus this evening is on Lillian’s art collection and my speculations are about the 

underlying meaning of her art to her. Eric Kandel noted in his book The Age of Insight that the person 

and the collection cannot be separated. He recalled, in a letter to Ferenczi, Freud commented that his 

antiquity collection reflected “strange and secret yearnings … for a life of quite another kind: wishes 

from late childhood never to be fulfilled and not adapted to reality”.  

I assume that, for her, Malcove’s art collection held both conscious and unconscious meanings.  

I will suggest that from a psychoanalytic perspective her choices might reflect a deep wish to replace 

what she lost or was missing in her own life, a desire to satisfy a relationship appetite and, as well, a 

need to give of herself to others.  Lillian’s background, personal characteristics and life eventualities all 
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contributed to the nature of her collection.  My speculations will be supported by images from the 

Malcove Collection.( pictures of Lillian #1) 

First, a few facts about Lillian’s personal life & Dr. Malcove as  psychoanalyst. 

Lillian Malcove was born in Mogilev, outside Kiev on the Dnieper River, on June 8, 1902.  She 

was the fifth in a family of 9 children.  Her family were Jewish within a larger Russian Orthodox 

Culture; they left Russia to escape pogroms and immigrated to Canada (Winnipeg, Manitoba) in May 

1905 when Lillian was three years old. As can be seen from this portrait, (#2) the Malcove family 

appear to be relatively well off, but little is known about the family, beyond the facts that two children 

died in infancy and that education for the children or both genders was encouraged.  From friends and 

family descriptions, I learned that Lillian was curious, observant, loved learning, valued privacy, 

individuality and independence. She lived in her own world of books with little time for frivolity.  She 

was energetic, intense and focused.   

After working her way through medical school as a hotel night cashier, interning in Winnipeg, 

and recovering from tuberculosis, Lillian went to New York for psychiatric and psychoanalytic training 

which she completed in 1933. (There was no psychoanalytic training in Canada at the time and the NY 

Institute had been founded only two years earlier. Her analyst was Bertram Lewin). After research in 

child development with Dr. David Levy and qualifying medically in the U.S. Dr. Malcove opened her 

adult analytic practice in 1934 that she continued for almost 50 years.   

Renowned as a supervisor aligned with Isakower’s thinking on the “analyzing instrument,” she 

also taught the course on “Universal Fantasies” for many years. Malcove wrote only two papers and 

seven reviews before 1945 and one paper on supervision in 1975.  Her two early papers were ‘Bodily 

mutilation and learning to eat’ – P.Q., 1933; and ‘Margaret E. Fries’ research in problems of infancy 

and childhood - A survey’. Psa S Child. 1945.   
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At the age of 35, in 1937, Lillian married Laszlo Ormos, (picture #3) a Hungarian director of 

documentary films. They chose and were devoted to a country retreat in New Town, an artistic center 

about one and a half hours outside of New York City.  At the age of 45, in 1947, Laszlo Ormos died of 

a heart attack, leaving Lillian a widow, also aged 45.  She never remarried.  As far as can be 

determined, Ormos and Lillian had no children in their 10 years together.   

After her husband’s death, besides her practice, Lillian, focused her energy on two aspects of 

her personal life – her art collection and her property in the country.  These interests were shared with 

only her closest friends and kept in quite separate compartments from her psychoanalytic practice.  

Clearly, Lillian was a woman of many parts - outgoing, fun-loving and friendly, good at conversation 

with a gracious manner.  She could also be restrained and quiet, opinionated, critical, firm and forceful.  

Most significantly, she was a very private person who kept her personal and inner world to herself. 

In my discussion I will comment on the ways in which Lillian the person, Dr. Malcove the 

psychoanalyst and Lillian Malcove the art collector intertwine. Now I will focus on: 

Lillian Malcove – The Collector 

Ella Freeman Sharp offers a poignant observation on why psychoanalysts need a personal life 

beyond their work as psychoanalysts.   I quote: 

One must at times exchange listening for looking – seeing films, art, architecture, landscape.   

One must also at times exchange sitting for walking, riding, driving.   

Above all, to counterbalance the constant intake by the ears in analysis, by the eyes in reading, the 

analyst needs to create, to write or paint or find a way of producing something to balance this intensive 

absorption of materials.   

Mutual conversations and discussion balance one-sided analytical relationships.   

These are no substitute for living, challenging, robust friendships on equal terms.   

These are two different things and the analyst needs both. 
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This quote sheds some light on why Dr. Malcove, the psychoanalyst, and Lillian the person 

wanted her art and needed the relationships and experiences that collecting brought for her.   

The Malcove Collection did not begin to take significant form until after Lillian’s husband died 

in 1947.  Only two items (traditional oil paintings – a landscape and a portrait) were bought by or with 

Laszlo Ormos.  In this presentation my observations of what attracted me in her collection are simply 

my speculations about Lillian’s inner world.  Although my observations are subjective, others provide 

consensual validation that there is meaning to collecting. 

Let’s begin with a prehistoric item - #4.  This anthropomorphic piece from the 4
th

 to 3
rd

 

millennium BC, possibly an amulet, spoke to me, as it could represent man’s earliest attempts to use his 

head, his mind to protect himself, his family and possibly his tribe.  What an appropriate choice (tiny 

and beautiful as I held it in my hand) for an analyst who looks inside the mind and is curious to learn 

about the inner world of others. 

As time went on and Lillian’s collection grew, she used the artifacts and furniture items to 

create a home.  Her home perhaps began with Ormos but certainly took shape when she moved to her 

apartment on East 72
nd

 Street.  Her friend, Margaret Meiss, gave a vivid description of this apartment:  

“a short sketch of Lillian’s new home in which she lived until she died in 1981, demonstrates her ever 

increasing commitment to the collection. In the beginning, this apartment, which faced west and south, 

was flooded with light.  Some pictures and icons were hung on a long wall.  The windows housed 

flowering plants and vines.  Opposite the main bank of windows, sliding doors, translucent but not 

transparent, separated and completely concealed the living room from the waiting room.  Her office to 

the right of the living room was furnished in dark brown, complete with bookcases, a couch and chairs, 

her lovely desk, and a few objects and drawings. The living room was sparsely furnished, but a few 

chairs and a table made a central focus for tea or drinks and space to look at catalogues and new 
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objects.  Slowly items kept coming and coming. Then the outdoor light disappeared.  Some windows 

were covered with stained glass; others became display space for small objects.  The dining alcove off 

the living room was sheathed in linen fold panelling, recreating a monk’s cell. Special heating and 

humidification were installed to protect the collection. The hidden secret rooms became a small private 

museum but they were also her home.” 

As a small person Lillian had an affinity for small objects – those that can be held tenderly or 

that evoke personal relationships: (1 picture of small items in her apartment #5) Her larger objects 

filled space, were utilitarian and decorated her home.  (2 pictures with big chests # 6, 7 Netherlands or 

French 15
th

 to 16 century).  

In Lillian’s collection, besides the antique furniture are domestic  objects - antique spoons: 

(#8Byzantine 5
th

/6
th

 century), bowls: (#9 note the color and sgraffito markings Cypriot 14
th

/15
th  

century) bread stamps: (#10 Byzantine 5
th

 century) and other utensils for preparing and cooking food.  

Intriguingly, Lillian’s first original paper was on children’s fears of bodily mutilation and the tools they 

use to chop, mash, and cut to ingest food in learning to eat. To be analytical for a moment, I wondered 

if Lillian’s oral aggressive urges were well sublimated in her drive to collect. 

Lamps:  (#11 Tunisian late 5
th

 century, #12 Roman/Byzantine bronze 5
th

 century), tapestries: 

(#13 wool and linen - center, Coptic 6
th

 century) and vases: (#14 note the exquisite drawing Nubia 

3
rd

/4
th

 century) also make a home.  These too were some of the objects which furnished her apartment.  

Lillian’s collection surrounded her and made her a home she loved.  I was fascinated and drawn to 

many of these art pieces in the catalogue but when I saw them up close was overwhelmed by their 

beauty.  It must have been marvellously satisfying to live with these objects.   

Families were not far from Lillian’s mind.  Among the wonderful pieces in her collection, 

several stand out.  Indeed, one of the pieces she bought early on, in 1951, not long after her husband 
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died, was this Henry Moore sculpture of a family: (#15 British, Bronze, 1945).  Combined with this 

lovely Hans Memling painting of the Three Women at the Tomb: (#16 Bruges, 1494), also bought in 

1951, I surmise that these artifacts were part of her mourning and expressed an underlying desire for 

the family she might have wished for with Ormos.  These funerary steles shows a daughter with her 

parents, (#18 Asia Minor, mid3
rd

 century) another is that of a son and his parents: (# 17 white marble, 

Anatolia, late 3
rd

 century), both further examples of Lillian’s affinity for families. 

Other items could be considered substitutes for the children she never had and reflect an 

unconscious wish to express her maternal side. Among the icons which caught my eye are those that 

demonstrate warmth and affection between mother and child.  There are different icons – the three 

main types being – affectionate - Glykophilousa: (#19 Serbian 15/16
th

 century) enthroned – Pantanassa,  

and - pointing the way – Hodegetria: (#20 this icon has both types Greek/Serbian 16
th

 century).  This 

cartoon or reversed preparatory drawing: (#21 Russian 17
th

 century) shows something of how icons are 

made.   As you see here, the finished painting: (#22 Our Lady of Kazan –miraculous – Russian 18
th

 

century) is much softer than the cartoon (point out the balance of color) and is one of the most valuable 

of the icons.  It is also interesting from an analytic point of view.  Mary’s head is inclined slightly 

toward the figure of the Christ child.  She does not look at him.  Instead she seems to be very 

introspective (not unlike the position and attitude of an analyst).  As Margaret Meiss remarked, 

eventually, icons completely covered the walls turning them into scintillating gold: (picture of 

apartment wall #23)  This beautiful Northern Spanish 13
th

 century wooden statue again shows a mother 

and child: (#24).  An exquisite Andrea Del Sarto drawing of the Head of the Infant, John the Baptist: 

(#25 Milan/Florence, 1523) is also suggestive of her attraction to images of children.  Another example 

is this relief sculpture of a young Coptic boy: (#26 Antinoopolis, 4
th

 – early 5
th

 century). 
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Families, however, do not begin without a relationship, usually between a man and a woman.  

Beginning with this splendid Lusas Cranach the elder painting: (#27 signed and dated 1538), other 

items, such as this relief carving of three Apostles (note the closeness of the figures): (#s 28 – Slovakia, 

1490), and this  Aleksandrovna Exter drawing of acrobats (note the acrobat’s dependency), (#29- 

Russian, 1927 ) demonstrate mutuality and the value that Lillian placed on relationships.    Friendships 

to Lillian were precious, long lived and given thoughtful, intense energy.  Multiple friendships with 

men, women, art collectors – among them other analyst collectors, dealers and others grew from mutual 

interest in art and collecting.  Several letters found in her ‘mystery box’ reveal the intimacy, the mutual 

regard and warmth which characterized Lillian’s relationships with others.   

Lillian was Jewish, yet she collected primarily Christian Orthodox artefacts.  There was not a 

single Jewish item in her collection.  It seems that her interest in Russian icons and religious artefacts 

such as reliquary, incense burners: (e.g. #30 Byzantine 6
th

 -7
th

 century with scenes from the life of 

Christ) and processional crosses could have been cultural, harkening back to the Russian Orthodox 

culture that surrounded her family and was lost.  Her interest in icons could also have stemmed from 

exposure to early Russian art by her parents or the Russian émigré community in Winnipeg.  Many 

Byzantine artefacts were marked with Christian symbols, whether they were used in the home or for 

ecclesiastical purposes.  Unconsciously she could be negating her Jewish heritage and entering a world 

forbidden to her.   However, rather than negating her Jewish heritage, in my view, it is likely that she 

was not at all religious and collected  in that period what she found beautiful and expressive of human 

cultural development and relationships.  There seems to be no systematic organization to what or when 

Lillian collected various items.  Hers was a continually evolving collection; she would buy a piece and 

if she saw a better version she might sell the first and buy the other or sometimes kept both.    

Discussion 
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I would like to bring this presentation to a close with a final image.  This Eva Bednarova 

etching: (#31 signed, dated and numbered 6/6, 1966, Czechoslovakian) links many aspects of Lillian 

Malcove and her collection.  As a person, Lillian involved herself intensely in whatever she undertook.  

As a psychoanalyst she listened carefully to the details of a person’s life and formulated its narrative 

meaning.  Psycho-analysis is a matter of revealing layers and layers of meaning.   Byzantine art is very 

much the same; it has layers and layers of meaning.  Icons have layers of meaning and they are 

‘written’, not painted.  They are ‘written’ for the observer to read the narrative from the image; emotion 

and deep understanding come from observation and meditation on the depicted story.  In 

psychoanalysis, layers are unpeeled at different levels at different times until eventually an overall 

picture is achieved.  The story is told from present to past and past to present – from adult to child and 

child to adult; it is told from relationships, traumas, strengths, weaknesses, anxieties etc. and is revealed 

as it comes to mind.   

Lillian Malcove looked at art in layers; she would quietly spend time to gain an overall 

impression which she would let sink in.  Then she would look at the fine details.  Her personal 

quietness, her intensity, her attention to detail were all used in her work as a psychoanalyst and in 

amassing her collection.  Eva Bednarova was an award winning illustrator of children’s books and a 

friend of Lillian’s who sought an outlet for her deep religious convictions in limited edition prints.  In 

this particular layered print, the artist uses simulated ancient inscriptions in two columns under which 

can be seen two figures and between them are three pairs of joined hands the meaning of which can 

range from concord, alliance and friendship to love.  I feel this print brought together Lillian’s deep 

love of learning, her sense of connection with artifacts and art, both ancient and modern, that embodied 

layers of meaning about human relationships.    
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There is also a deeper meaning to Lillian Malcove’s collection.  As Orham Pamuk, the Nobel 

Laureate in literature, explained, there is a very human need at the basis of collecting, “collecting 

allows us to cope with trauma”.   During her life of 79 years Lillian had to bear the trauma of serious 

illness (tuberculosis, encephalitis and in the end cancer), as well as painful personal loss.  Lillian’s 

collection from prehistoric to modern times seems to have been her way of coping with trauma and 

loss.  It also demonstrates her personal quest for beauty and her human spirit.  Lillian Malcove’s 

collection shaped her life; she brought it together with all that she had financially and all that she had as 

a person.  In the end, her generativity shone through when she gifted the collection intact for others to 

learn from and appreciate its beauty. 

 

 

All art images shown or referred to are from the:  

Gift of Dr. Lillian Malcove, 1982 and  

Courtesy of the Governing Council of the University of Toronto and  

The University of Toronto Art Centre.  

 

 

 


